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ABSTRACT

Developers rely on branching and forking mechanisms of modern

versioning systems to evolve and maintain their software systems.

As a result, systems often exist in the form of various short-living

or even long-living (i.e., clone& own development) variants. Such

variants may have to be merged with the main system or other

variants, for instance, to propagate features or bug fixes. Within

such merging processes, test cases are highly interesting, since they

allow to improve the test coverage and hopefully the reliability of

the system (e.g., by merging missing tests and bug fixes in test code).

However, as all source code, test cases may evolve independently

between two or more variants, which makes it non-trivial to decide

what changes of the test cases are relevant for the merging. For

instance, some test cases in one variant may be irrelevant in another

variant (e.g., because the feature shall not be propagated) or may

subsume existing test cases. In this paper, we propose a technique

that allows for a fine-grained comparison of test cases to support

developers in deciding whether and how to merge these. Precisely,

inspired by code-clone detection, we use abstract syntax trees to

decide on the relations between test cases of different variants.

We evaluate the applicability of our technique qualitatively on

five open-source systems written in Java (e.g., JUnit 5, Guava).

Our insights into the merge potential of 50 pull requests with test

cases from these systems indicate that our technique can support

the comprehension of differences in variants’ test cases, and also

highlight future research opportunities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Implementing and maintaining a large software system requires

a team of software engineers to collaborate, for instance, within

an organization or an open-source community that shares a com-

mon interest. Version-control systems (e.g., Git) [24, 33] and social-

coding platforms that build upon these systems (e.g., GitHub) [12]

have become de facto standards for managing the development

of such systems and for facilitating collaboration. A particularly

interesting practice are the branching and forking mechanisms (to

which we refer to as forking for simplicity) that allow developers

to create a copy of the system and modify that copy independently.

Typically, this widely established practice is called feature forking
and enables developers to implement and test new features (i.e.,
user-visible functionalities of the system [4]) without interfering

with other developers [13, 14, 18–20, 34, 37]. When the new fea-

tures are considered relevant and stable enough, the developers can

merge the forks back into the main system (e.g., after issuing a pull

request on GitHub).

Merging in modern version-control systems is somewhat auto-

mated, meaning that any line-based text changes can be merged

automatically as long as there is no textual merge conflict (i.e., two
different edits to the same line of text). Still, ensuring that the

changes are also semantically correct (i.e., fulfill defined require-

ments, do not comprise bugs) is a different and far more complex

problem [5, 25, 26, 32]. Aiming to check for semantic correctness,

developers primarily rely on testing [14] and have adopted various

concepts for automatically re-running defined test cases before

actually merging forks into a system, for instance, continuous inte-

gration [7] and regression testing [23]. However, what happens

if the changes are not covered by existing test cases, require

adaptations or bug fixes to existing test cases, or propose

their own test cases? We argue that automated analyses can help

to identify and resolve such situations [17], and thus support devel-

opers ensure the semantic correctness of test-case merges.

In this paper, inspired by code-clone detection, we propose a

technique for analyzing forked test cases regarding their merge

potential and for guiding developers in ensuring the semantic cor-

rectness of the merged variants. Precisely, we build on abstract

syntax trees (ASTs) to distinguish between different merge situa-

tions (e.g., new tests, changed tests, missing tests) and provide tool

support to help developers decide what to do in such situations

(e.g., use tests as they are, change tests). We implemented a proto-

type of our technique and evaluated it on five open-source systems.

The results indicate that our technique can guide developers when

merging test cases by highlighting which tests are still up-to-date

or require adaptations.

In detail we contribute the following:

• We propose our technique for analyzing the merge potential

of forked test cases.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3546932.3547002
https://doi.org/10.1145/3546932.3547002
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• We evaluate our prototype implementation on 50 pull re-

quests from five open-source systems to discuss our tech-

nique’s feasibility.

• We publish an open-access repository with our prototype,

evaluation dataset, and further documentation.
1

Our contributions are a step towards supporting developers in

identifying and handling problematic situations during test-case

merging. Particularly, our technique can help practitioners save

time during the merging of forks and improve their confidence

that they merged forked test cases correctly. Consequently, we help

limit the potential for bugs, violations of quality requirements, or

reduced test coverage. For researchers, we highlight opportunities

for future work, particularly exploring test-case merges in more

detail and providing further support for developers.

2 FORK-BASED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

In the following, we describe the workflows of version-control

systems and fork-based software development, based on which

we introduce the concept of code clones. We display a conceptual

overview of fork-based software development in Figure 1. Typically,

version-control systems enforce a pull-commit-push workflow (us-

ing different terminologies). For this purpose, a developer sets up a

main repository on a server that comprises the system. Then, any

collaborating developer can clone a local copy on their device to

use or change the system. The usual workflow is to pull any new

changes from the server into the local copy, implement the desired

changes, commit them with a message, and push the commit back

to the main repository. If something changed in the main reposi-

tory in the meantime, an additional merge (potentially manually

if a conflict occurs) and consequent commit are needed. For each

commit, the version-control system creates a revision (black circles

in Figure 1) that has a unique identifier (e.g., a hash) to allow for

reverting to a previous revision.

More important for our idea is that modern social-coding plat-

forms that build on version-control systems also allow to fork the

main repository into another repository. In this case, the devel-

opment of both repositories is independent of each other, if they

are not explicitly synchronized. For instance, fork 1 in Figure 1 is

created by forking the first revision of the main repository. After

implementing a change, the fork is merged back into the main repos-

itory. Similarly, forks can be created from other forks (e.g., fork 3

stems from fork 2 in Figure 1). Since the forks are independent, they

only comprise the system status of the revision they were forked

from. To update a fork to a more recent revision, a developer may

synchronize their fork with another fork by merging the other fork

into their own (e.g., main to fork 3). For the other direction (e.g.,

fork 2 to main), the developers of a fork can ask that their changes

are integrated into another fork or the main repository (e.g., via

pull requests in GitHub). The other fork’s developers then decide

whether to merge the changes. Note that, in our examples, we refer

to Forked being merged into Base, independently of whether Base

is the main repository or another fork.

Synchronizing between forks is not always planned, and some-

times they are kept independent to implement features for specific

customers or users, resulting in a variant-rich system [2, 3, 18, 21,

1
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6815052

main fork 2fork 1 fork 3

forking

evolution

merging

Figure 1: Conceptual overview of fork-based development.

34, 35]. However, even then some features implemented in one

fork may be interesting for other forks, too. Again, the developers

can synchronize between different forks by merging or by cherry-

picking specific commits into their own fork.

Forks are essentially code clones on a system-level scale: They

implement new features or change existing features, but most of

their code is still a clone of another system. For our technique,

we are concerned with differences of test cases (i.e., new tests,

changed tests, removed tests) and the code they test. Consequently,

we are interested in more fine-grained types of code clones that

exist between forks, which we distinguish based on the definitions

of code clones by Roy et al. [29]:

Type-1 clones implement the same functionality through iden-

tical pieces of code with potential changes in whitespaces,

layout (e.g., indentation), or comments.

Type-2 clones implement the same functionality through syn-

tactically identical code, but involve additional changes to

Type-1 clones in identifiers, types, and literals.

Type-3 clones implement the same functionality through code

that is even further modified than Type-2 clones, for instance,

by changing, adding, or removing statements.

Type-4 clones implement the same functionality through syntac-

tically completely different code.

Various techniques have been proposed to identify different types of

code clones [1, 6, 29, 31]. Since they involve more and more complex

changes, higher-level code clones are harder and harder to find. For

our technique, we aim to compare different test cases against each

other, which either existed already (i.e., have been forked as Type-1

clones), are new, or have been deleted. Consequently, we have to

cope with code-clones up to Type-3.

3 AST-BASED TEST CASE SIMILARITY

In this section, we present our technique for determining test-case

similarity using AST-based code-clone detection. Besides explaining

why we cannot reuse existing code-clone detection techniques, we

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6815052
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Figure 2: Two example ASTs illustrating the different types

of similarity we use in our technique. Same colors indicate

that the nodes are identical between the trees.

present an overview of the workflow of our technique and details

of the different steps therein. Partly, we briefly elaborate on the

implementation of our technique.

3.1 AST-Based Similarity

A crucial aspect of our technique, which also distinguishes its con-

cept from typical code-clone detection, is the evaluation of the

similarity between two test methods. More precisely, our main goal

is to support the merging of test methods, and thus to provide suffi-

cient information to facilitate developers’ tasks when merging the

test cases. For this purpose, in contrast to typical code-clone detec-

tion, we require more details from our similarity analysis to guide

the merging of test methods. In detail, instead of only knowing

what source code of two methods represents code clones, we have

to understand whether and how the clones have been modified (e.g.,

added, modified, or moved lines of code). We use this information

to guide developers in understanding modifications between cloned

test cases, for instance, whether lines have been interchanged to fix

a bug in the test or whether a new line corresponds to modifications

in the method under test. Our argument is that this information

is more helpful to decide how to merge test cases than the pure

existence of code clones.

To compute the similarity between test cases, we implemented an

AST-based technique to obtain a tree-based similarity score, which

is similar to common tree-based code-clone detection techniques.

However, to support developers during the actual merging, we

propose more fine-grained definitions of equality in trees, which

lead to different types of similarity according to the underlying

tree-based structure. In particular, we propose the following four

types of similarity (based on their tree representation), each of

which results in different suggestions with respect to merging the

corresponding test cases (cf. Figure 2 for examples):

• Full equality implies that both ASTs are identical, and thus

the test cases can be merged without any modifications. So,

Listing 1: A collection of example test cases.

1 @Test
2 public void testList () {
3 List <Integer > bar = new ArrayList <>();
4 bar.add (21);
5 bar.add (42);
6 assert bar.size() == 2;
7 }
8

9 @Test
10 public void testArrayList () {
11 TestObject foo = new TestObject () {
12 public test() {
13 List <Integer > foo = new ArrayList <>();
14 foo.add (21);
15 foo.add (42);
16 assert foo.size() == 2;
17 }
18 };
19 foo.test();
20 }

a developer can simply keep either of the test cases, since

neither has been changed in any of the forks.

• Partial equality implies that two ASTs share a common

subtree. We show an example for a common subtree in Fig-

ure 2 (top arrow), where the blue nodes indicate the common

subtree in both ASTs. Note that both ASTs comprise these

nodes, but at different positions. Moreover, we show a cor-

responding code example in Listing 1. This listing contains

two test cases, where the code in Lines 3–6 and Lines 13–

17 constitutes a common subtree on code level. Using this

similarity, we are able to identify that test cases have been

modified, but kept parts of their original implementation

(e.g., added lines of code).

• Partial full equality implies that one AST is completely

contained in the other AST. As an example, consider the two

ASTs in Figure 2: The right AST is completely contained as

a subtree in the left AST, and thus completely subsumed.

Depending on which of these trees represents a test method

in Base and in Forked, respectively, this has crucial impli-

cations on possible merge scenarios. Precisely, it is likely

that the subsumed test case can be replaced by the other

test case if the corresponding changes in the methods under

test are also merged. In contrast to partial equality that only

identifies commonalities and requires detailed manual in-

spection, partial full equality means that one test can simply

be replaced.

• Inequality implies that two ASTs do not share any common

subtrees, or share only a few nodes (i.e., below a specified

threshold). Consequently, we consider these test cases to

be disjunct, and thus constitute independent test cases that

should not be merged at all. We display an example of two

nodes in two ASTs that are unequal in Figure 2, indicated by

the second arrow in the middle of the other two. These nodes

are unequal, because they represent completely different

source code in the test cases.

Note that these similarities are important for comparing cloned

test cases and their modifications. Handling new or removed test

cases only does not require such similarities, since there exist no

counterparts to which we could compare the test cases.
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3.4 Test Comparison
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Figure 3: Workflow of our AST-based technique for analyzing test case similarity.

3.2 Overview

In Figure 3, we display the overall workflow of our proposed tech-

nique. Basically, our technique involves three phases: source code
preparation, test case comparison, and similarity analysis. Initially, a
developer needs to specify the two variants that they want to com-

pare (i.e., merge). We remark again that we refer to these variants as

Base and Forked, where the latter is assumed to be a forked variant

of Base and shall be merged into Base. Note that our assumption

is that both, Base and Forked, can be subject to changes, and thus

must be analyzed with our AST-based similarity technique.

Source Code Preparation. In the first phase, our technique filters

the source code of both variants to identify changed test files. Subse-

quently, it parses only those files into an AST-based representation,

since it is not necessary to merge identical test cases (i.e., those

representing full equality). Moreover, we employ some additional

filtering and normalization (generalization) to the ASTs to reduce

the amount of code our technique has to compare in later phases,

and to improve the recall when comparing methods. As the result

of this phase, we obtain an AST-based representation of all test

cases that have been changed between Base and Forked.

Test Case Comparison. In the second phase, our technique com-

pares all test cases (i.e., methods) of the two variants with each

other; precisely, their AST-based representations created in the pre-

vious phase. For this purpose, we employ a hash-based comparison,

which reduces the effort of comparing the ASTs of all test cases in

Base with those in Forked. As the result of this phase, we obtain

a similarity score for each pair of test cases that has been subject

to this comparison (i.e., all that have not been removed due to full

equality before).

Similarity Analysis. In the last phase, our technique analyzes

the similarity scores of the test-case pairs from the previous phase.

First, we search for best matches, that is, the pairs with the highest

similarity. Afterwards, we classify these best matches according to

the different types of tree similarity we introduced in Section 3.1

to derive guidance for the developer on how to best merge the

test-case pair.

Note that our technique is intended to support the merging

of larger changes, for instance, in large software ecosystems with

many forks (e.g., the Linux Kernel). So, we implemented automation

to allow for a fast analysis of many forked test cases. An ad hoc

use to support a single test-case merge can be easily implemented,

but the usefulness of our technique in this scenario depends on

the complexity of the forked test cases and their modifications. In

the remainder of this section, we explain each of the three phases

in more detail. We remark that our technique is designed for Java

source code and we focus on unit testing (i.e., JUnit
2
) in this paper,

and thus certain steps of our technique are language-specific (e.g.,

how we assume test code to be structured).

3.3 Source Code Preparation

We use the source code preparation to identify relevant test code

that we have to compare, and to transform these test cases into

AST-based representations. Initially, we have to specify the two

variants that our technique shall compare. Since our focus is on

fork-based development, we consider the main branch of a certain

project (specified via its GitHub repository) as Base and a user-

specified fork of that main branch as second variant, called Forked.

Consequently, our perspective is that changed test cases in Forked

are subject to be merged into Base, for example, by means of a pull

request. Based on this perspective, our technique prepares source

code as follows.

Filter Changed Test Files. First, our technique identifies relevant

files that are subject to our analysis in a pre-filtering step. More

precisely, we aim to reduce the number of test cases in Forked

that we have to consider during the comparison by identifying

those cases that have changed compared to Base, as only such test

cases are of interest during a merge. Since we assume a Git-based

repository, we can use git –diff to obtain the modified files from

Forked. In contrast, we do not know which of the files may be

relevant in Base, and thus we take all files from Base into account.

However, we apply one more step of optimization to both variants:

Since we are only interested in test cases, which usually reside in

a dedicated test folder, we can omit any source code files in other

folders. Thus, after this pre-filtering step, we end up only with test

cases that have actually been modified in Forked.

Parse Test Files. In the next step, our technique parses the pre-
viously filtered files (in our prototype, we use JavaParser3). Since
test cases are usually implemented in corresponding test methods

(i.e., JUnit tests), parsing takes place on method level. So, for each

method that our technique parses, we keep its qualified name, the

2
https://junit.org/junit5/

3
https://javaparser.org/

https://junit.org/junit5/
https://javaparser.org/
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whole method itself as an AST, any annotations attached to the

method (e.g., @Test, @Before, or any other commonly used anno-

tations), and a link to the file containing themethod. Alongwith this

parsing step, we also perform another optimization: For each test

case that occurs in the same class in Base and Forked, we perform

a simple comparison on the corresponding ASTs to check for full

equality (cf. Section 3.1). Our rationale is that, while a file may have

changed in Forked, certain test cases in that file are potentially

still identical with the original version in Base. Consequently, if

we identify such test cases, we can discard them for the remaining

steps, because they are not relevant for the merging (since there

are no differences between the test cases of the two variants). Note

that we currently identify corresponding classes between Base and

Forked by comparing the absolute class paths. So, if a class has

been moved or renamed in one variant, we would miss potential

full equality of some test cases in this class at this point. However,

we consider it more important for our technique to achieve a high

precision (i.e., no classes or test cases should be wrongly considered

as corresponding, and thus be wrongly discarded).

Test File Assignment.As an intermediate step, we assign the ASTs

from the parsing step to the variant they originated from, that is,

either Base or Forked. This way, we ensure that, in the comparison

phase (cf. Section 3.4), we only compare test cases between the two

variants, but not within the same variant. For merging, only such

comparisons between variants provide relevant information.

Tree Generalization. As last step of the source code preparation,

we perform tree generalizations on the obtained ASTs by employing

different normalizations to detect test cases that still exhibit a high

structural similarity (as done during code clone detection as well).

In particular, we create two additional versions of each AST: One

version in which we remove all comments, and thus can perform a

more relaxed detection of Type-1 clones. Second, we normalize all

identifiers and literals, which allows us to detect structurally similar

test cases, even though they differ in variable names or constants

(which is comparable to Type-2 clones). As a result, we keep three

versions of each AST for the subsequent test case comparison:

(1) the original AST,

(2) AST without comments (“Type-1 AST”), and

(3) AST with normalized identifiers and literals (“Type-2 AST”).

These ASTs are the input for the test case comparison, which we

describe next. Note that we also consider changes in comments

(original AST), since they may not pose challenges in the code

merge but can indicate improved or updated documentation.

3.4 Test Comparison

In this phase, we perform the actual comparison of test cases that

we obtained through the previous phase, that is, we compare all re-

maining test cases from Base with their counterparts from Forked.

Note that the comparison takes place on all three kinds of ASTs,

individually: the original ASTs as created by the parser, the Type-1

ASTs, and the Type-2 ASTs. Since this can become quite exhaus-

tive, we initially apply a pre-hashing step. Namely, we compute

the hash value for each node of an AST and store these hashes in

a list, associated with the corresponding AST. To this end, we use

the built-in hash function of JavaParser. For each node, the hash

function not only considers the node for which the hash value is

computed itself, it also takes any child nodes into account. Thus, if

two nodes are identical and also have identical child nodes, they

will exhibit the same hash value. As a result, we obtain a list of

hash values for every AST with each value maintaining a link to

its corresponding node in the AST.

Using the resulting hash lists, we now perform the comparison

for all pairs of test cases between the two variants by comparing

the hash values of their AST nodes. If two hash values between two

ASTs are equal, we keep the corresponding nodes as identical node

pair for further comparison (i.e., there is similarity between the test

cases). Otherwise, we discard this pair of test cases as not being

cloned from each other (i.e., since there is not a single equal node,

we assume that the test cases are independent). We remark that the

meaning of two nodes being identical depends on the type of AST

we are considering. For instance, nodes being identical in the origi-

nal AST means that the corresponding source code is syntactically

identical, since we did not perform any normalization. In contrast,

identical nodes between Type-2 ASTs only indicate that the nor-

malized code is identical. This implies that the source code in one

variant differs from the other regarding literals or identifiers (since

we normalized those), and thus the corresponding source code is

syntactically similar to a certain extent. Our technique interprets

such a comparison result as the two test cases being related (i.e.,

cloned), but modified—which are the test cases developers have to

pay particular attention to during a merge.

As a result of this comparison, we obtain a (probably large) list

of node pairs, each of which represents identical nodes. However,

this list contains redundant information, because of the way we

compute the hash values: If a pair of nodes represents identical

subtrees, we also have pairs of nodes in our list that represent the

nodes of these subtrees. Since we are interested in sequences of a

certain length (i.e., whole subtrees rather than sub-sequences or

single nodes therein), we can remove any node pair that is subsumed

by another one. As an example, consider the blue nodes in the two

trees we display in Figure 2. Our comparison would yield three

node pairs for this subtree. One for the leave node, one for the

middle node, and one for the root node of this subtree. However,

the result we are interested in is the pair of root nodes, since these

nodes subsume the other nodes as part of their subtrees.

We clean up the list that we obtained after the hash comparison

as follows. For each node pair, we check whether there is a node

pair of their parent nodes in the respective ASTs. If this is the case,

we can safely discard the pair of child nodes from our result list. For

each pair of test cases, we proceed iteratively in a bottom-up fashion

until we found the topmost nodes that are identical. These nodes

represent the node pair (with the respective subtrees) we keep for

our remaining analysis. Then, our technique uses the resulting list

to continue with the last phase, which we explain next.

3.5 Similarity Analysis

In this last phase, our technique analyzes the result list from the

previous step in greater detail to determine the type of equality

between test cases to provide information useful for developers in

possible merging scenarios. As a preliminary step, we determine

for each pair of nodes which kind of syntactical elements they

represent, for instance, whether it is a block statement, a method
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declaration, and so on. Depending on the type of nodes, we analyze

the pair of nodes in different ways, as explained in the following.

Search Longest Node Sequence. In case that the two nodes repre-

sent leave nodes in the ASTswe compare (e.g., assignments, variable

declarations), we perform a search for the longest sequence these

nodes can build with other nodes. The reason is that, while we

already found the topmost nodes representing a subtree in the pre-

vious phase, we may still have multiple sibling nodes within an

AST (and thus between the compared ASTs) that are equal, even

though their parents are not.

As an example, consider the code and AST we display in Fig-

ure 4. In this example, we assume that the two yellow sibling nodes

represent identical statements (i.e., Type-2 code clones). However,

in our results list, they occur in at least two independent pairs of

nodes (due to the comparison with the other AST), since there is no

parent-child relationship between them. So, based on the structure

of the AST, we identify which node pairs constitute sibling nodes

and join them into one common sequence as long as there are iden-

tical sibling nodes available. As a result, we obtain sequences of

nodes that represent an identical sequence of statements in the

corresponding test cases.

Search Equal Blocks. If the nodes of a node pair constitute a block

statement (e.g., if blocks, for loops, or even whole methods), we

now check in which type of AST we found them. In case that they

are part of the original AST (i.e., the one we did not normalize), we

know that also the source code between the compared variants is

identical. This means that, if the nodes represent methods (i.e., the

block is a method declaration), we can safely remove them, since

they are not subject tomerging. If they are of any other kind of block

statement, we propose possible refactorings as part of the merging

process, for example, to extract the block in a dedicated method and

merging the remaining (different) parts of the test case. In case that

we found the identical blocks in any of the other two types of ASTs

(i.e., those we normalized), we cannot automatically reason on the

differences. Then, the test cases are subject to merging without

any refactoring recommendations—meaning that a developer has

to inspect and comprehend the differences between the test cases.

Compute Similarity. For all node pairs remaining after the pre-

vious steps, we now compute their similarity (as percentage of

matching). More precisely, we determine the number of nodes from

Forked that are identical with the AST of Base, where they are

located in the ASTs, and whether the lengths of both ASTs differ.

Furthermore, we categorize each pair of ASTs regarding whether

they exhibit partial equality or partial full equality (cf. Section 3.1).

We build on this information to support developers during the

merging process. For instance, by considering the categorization

of partial full equality, a developer knows about cases where a test
case from Base is completely contained in a test case of Forked.

As a result, we can suggest to merge the latter test case into Base,

since it is an extended version of the original method in Base.

All results from this analysis phase together with the information

about where identical nodes are located in the source code are

consolidated into a report. Currently, this is a JSON
4
file. This file

can then be further processed into a format that is understandable

4
https://www.json.org/json-en.html

Figure 4: An example for sibling nodes that are identical be-

tween two ASTs. The colors indicate which node is associated

with which expression.

for the developer (e.g., static HTML pages, visualizations in an IDE

or Git client).

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we first describe the design of our evaluation. Then,

we report and discuss the results we obtained as well as potential

threats to validity.

4.1 Design

To evaluate our technique, we decided to perform a qualitative fea-

sibility study. For this purpose, we employed the following design.

Objectives. Our goal for our evaluation was to understand to what
extent our technique can identify similarities between forked test cases,
and thus can suggest proper actions to developers. For this purpose,

we decided to perform a simulation by using existing, merged pull

requests from real-world software projects. Precisely, we used the

two commits (i.e., main repository, fork) that have been merged as

input for our technique and compare its results to the actual merge.

By analyzing which code structures are detected dependably and

which are falsely reported during this simulation, we evaluate the

performance of our technique.

Dataset.We created an own dataset of pull requests that we picked

from GitHub projects, each of which had to fulfill the following

project-level selection criteria (SCP):

SCP-1 The pull requests of the projects are publicly available.

SCP-2 New features of the project are accompanied by tests.

With SCP-1, we ensured that we could inspect the pull requests

and use them for our simulation; which is typically fulfilled by all

public repositories. We defined SCP-2 to ensure that the projects we

consider use test cases actively (e.g., not only at random or solely

legacy ones), and that we could identify pull requests on which we

can evaluate our technique regarding the different situations we

specified. To identify projects, we inspected the most popular ones

according to mvnrepository.
5
We decided to limit our simulation to

5
https://mvnrepository.com/popular

https://www.json.org/json-en.html
https://mvnrepository.com/popular
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Table 1: Overview of the projects and pull requests we selected for our evaluation. The pull requests are hyperlinked.

project domain # contributors # forks SLOC # test cases pull requests

Guava programming libraries 267 ≈ 9,500 756,069 1,071 5347, 5321, 5307, 5280, 5252,
4035, 4029, 4025, 4020, 3998https://github.com/google/guava

Jackson file parser 181 ≈ 1,200 198,650 2,667 2952, 2948, 2942, 2938, 2931,
2927, 2925, 2922, 2921, 2915https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind

JavaParser code transformation 160 ≈910 272,627 2,371 2974, 2972, 2971, 2969, 2966,
2961, 2956, 2955, 2954, 2952https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser

JUnit 5 unit testing 173 ≈ 1,100 134,727 3,653 2442, 2383, 2382, 2371, 2368,
2342, 2336, 2328, 2387, 2380https://github.com/junit-team/junit5

mockito mocking 230 ≈ 2,200 88,851 2,018 2135, 2071, 2051, 2042, 2034,
2023, 2013, 1996, 1989, 1971https://github.com/mockito/mockito

five projects that fulfilled our project-level selection criteria: Guava,

Jackson-Databind, Javaparser, JUnit5, and Mockito.

In Table 1, we display an overview of these five projects. As we

can see, the projects cover different domains and involve 160 to 267

contributors, indicating larger communities of interest. All projects

are established and widely-used open-source solutions, for example,

the Guava libraries developed by Google or the well-known JUnit

framework. Moreover, we can see that the projects span from 910

to around 9,500 forks, with 88,851 to 756,069 SLOC, and 1,071 to

3,653 test cases. Consequently, we argue that our sample comprises

a diverse set of medium- to large-scale projects that rely on fork-

based software development and extensive testing. These are ideal

subjects, since we aim to support such projects with our technique.

In the next step, we identified pull requests we could use for our

simulation. To this end, we defined the following pull-request-level

selection criteria (SCPR):

SCPR-1 The pull request must involve at least one change to an

existing test case.

SCPR-2 The pull request has been merged into the main repository.

We defined SCPR-1 to ensure that we do not only cover additions of

new or deletions of old test cases, but force our technique to com-

pare modified test cases. Precisely, handling added or deleted test

cases is straight forwardly supported through our technique (i.e.,

the developer has to decide whether to add or delete the test case

during merging), but forked test cases comprising modifications

(i.e., changing the functionality of the test case) are those actually

challenging program comprehension and merges. Using SCPR-2, we

ensured that we have a baseline (i.e., the test cases merged by the

developers) to which we can compare the results of our technique.

We selected the 10 most recent (as of December 11, 2020) pull re-

quests from each of the five projects, resulting in a dataset of the

50 pull requests we display in the last column of Table 1.

Implementation. We implemented two prototypes to conduct

our evaluation: The first implements our technique as described in

Section 3, while the second provides a framework for combining

our technique with Git. For both, we used Kotlin and Gradle to

be able to use existing Java libraries. We relied on JavaParser for

parsing and analyzing ASTs as well as JGit
6
for communicating

6
https://www.eclipse.org/jgit/

with the Git repositories. As output, our prototype generates JSON

files that specify changed files and lines of code relating to test

cases, suggested changes to the tests, and potential warnings (i.e.,

code structures our prototype identified but did not analyze, e.g.,

out of scope, errors). For our evaluation, we used a Debian Buster

operating systemwith a Linux 4.19 LTS Kernel, a 2.5 GHz eight-core

AMP EPYC processor, and 16GB RAM.

Analysis. To evaluate our technique, we relied on a qualitative

analysis of all 50 pull requests. We decided to perform a qualitative

analysis because our technique does not automatically refactor test

cases, but suggests which test cases may require manual changes

by the developers. So, we decided to inspect the JSON files our

prototype generated, and in which it stores information regarding

suggested changes. In detail, the third author of this paper compared

the properties of the suggested (i.e., our prototype) to the real-world

changes (i.e., the merge commit of the pull request) . To this end, he

considered the location, similarity, and resolutions (e.g., removal,

addition, modification) of changes.

4.2 Results

In the following, we first report descriptive statistics of the test cases

in each project. Then, we describe more in-depth insights into our

technique that we derived from qualitatively inspecting the analysis

results of our technique for each pull request we investigated.

Descriptive Results. In Table 2, we provide a descriptive overview

of the results our prototype generated. Note that we analyzed all

test cases within the projects compared to the forks involved in

the pull requests we inspected. We can see that our technique

identified between 10 and 69 similar sequences within the test cases

of each project, with an average length of three SLOC for each

sequence. Moreover, we found a highly varying number of highly-

similar test cases (i.e., more than 95% similarity), ranging from

nine to 2,412 with an average number of SLOC between 3.06 and

11.71. Note that our prototype correctly identified all sequences,

and thus works as intended. Moreover, we found that almost all

identified sequences are relevant for developers when merging

forks (i.e., the corresponding test cases have been modified and

exhibit similarity). During the following qualitative analysis, we

aimed to understand the reasons for the numbers, particularly for

https://github.com/google/guava/pull/5347
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/5321
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/5307
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/5280
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/5252
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/4035
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/4029
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/4025
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/4020
https://github.com/google/guava/pull/3998
https://github.com/google/guava
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2952
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2948
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2942
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2938
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2931
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2927
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2925
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2922
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2921
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind/pull/2915
https://github.com/FasterXML/jackson-databind
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2974
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2972
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2971
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2969
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2966
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2961
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2956
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2955
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2954
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser/pull/2952
https://github.com/javaparser/javaparser
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2442
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2383
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2382
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2371
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2368
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2342
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2336
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2328
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2387
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5/pull/2380
https://github.com/junit-team/junit5
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2135
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2071
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2051
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2042
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2034
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2023
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/2013
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/1996
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/1989
https://github.com/mockito/mockito/pull/1971
https://github.com/mockito/mockito
https://www.eclipse.org/jgit/
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Table 2: Overview of the descriptive results of our evaluation,

separated by individual sequences and highly-similar test

cases (>95% similarity).

project

sequences test cases

# avg. SLOC # avg. SLOC

Guava 18 3.00 154 3.06

Jackson 11 3.00 559 4.43

JavaParser 69 3.00 9 11.34

JUnit 5 10 3.39 2,412 3.11

mockito 30 3.00 55 11.71

the large variations regarding highly-similar test cases. Moreover,

we aimed to understand to what extent corner cases occur in our

results that may require adaptations to our technique (e.g., wrong

matches between test cases, test case designs interfering with the

design of our technique).

Guava. Overall, we identified 154 highly-similar test cases in the

Guava project. However, this is primarily due to the design of

the test suite itself, with our prototype revealing empty test cases

used throughout the project. Reporting such empty test cases as

similar during a merge could arguably cause confusion for the

developers. Moreover, our prototype revealed several test cases

that are identical; typically overwritten wrapper methods of classes

(e.g., hashCode()). During our manual review, we further found

that some added test code (i.e., from a fork) was completely new,

so that no changes were required to existing test cases.

Jackson. Analyzing the Jackson project, we found 559 highly-

similar test cases. During our manual review, we found that this

is mainly due to the structure of the Jackson tests, which use in-

herited classes in separate test cases. The highly-similar test cases

are often duplicated class methods, such as getter and setter.
Arguably, our prototype can help developers identify and resolve

such redundancies by introducing a better abstraction in some

cases. Furthermore, we found some error-prone matches in Jackson.

For instance, we display a high-similarity match in Listing 2. Our

prototype identified this match, because many small sub-trees in

the ASTs of the test cases are similar (e.g., the order of assertions

from Lines 16–18 and Lines 25–27 is represented identically in our

Type-2 ASTs). The issue here is that a large AST in the main repos-

itory means that only a small set of its sub-trees have to match

the AST of a forked test case to yield a high similarity. However,

such cases seem rare and, in general, our manual review of Jackson

also indicates that our technique is helpful. In the future, we have

to update our technique to handle such specific structures of test

cases and to combine the results of the different ASTs more.

JavaParser. The selected pull requests we inspected for the Java-

Parser project yield similar results as the ones of the other projects.

Most matches our prototype reports are concerning similar se-

quences between test cases, found in several positions of the source

code. For example, our prototype often detects builder sequences,

which we would recommend to extract into distinct methods. No-

tably, we identified one false match by our prototype. Namely, it

mismatched two forked test cases, because one involved only a few

lines of code that matched code in another test case with far more

Listing 2: Test case example from Jackson.

1 // base
2 public void testCustomBeanDeserializer () throws

Exception {
3 // [...]
4 assertNotNull(beans);
5 results = beans.beans;
6 assertNotNull(results);
7 assertEquals (2, results.size());
8 bean = results.get(0);
9 assertEquals("", bean.d);
10 c = bean.c; assertNotNull(c);
11 assertEquals(-4, c.a);
12 assertEquals (3, c.b);
13 bean = results.get(1);
14 assertEquals("abc", bean.d);
15 c = bean.c; assertNotNull(c);
16 assertEquals (0, c.a);
17 assertEquals (15, c.b);
18 }
19

20 // fork
21 public void testSingleElementWithStringFactoryRead ()

throws Exception {
22 String json = aposToQuotes("{ 'values ': '333' }");
23 WrapperWithStringFactoryInList response = MAPPER.

readValue(json , WrapperWithStringFactoryInList.
class);

24 assertNotNull(response.values);
25 assertEquals (1, response.values.size());
26 assertEquals("333", response.values.get(0).role.Name)

;
27 }

lines (similar to the Jackson example). Consequently, our prototype

assumed that the test cases are forked from each other (i.e., it iden-

tified identical nodes), but this was not the case. In the future, we

aim to handle such cases either by discarding them earlier or by

providing specific refactoring recommendations to the developer

(e.g., to extract the common code if feasible).

JUnit 5. As in the other projects, our prototype reveals similar se-

quences in JUnit 5 in object builders and initializations in forked test

cases. Analogous to the other examples, an extraction may be done,

but many short sequence extractions could lead to a reduction in

code readability. So, we would highlight such cases to the developer

and ask them to decide whether to merge and extract which of the

common sequences. However, our prototype also reveals almost

identical test cases except for literals passed to builder functions

and checks, which indicates a high merge potential.

One interesting observation we found only for JUnit 5 is the

existence of exactly equal test cases with intentionally different

names. For example, we found two test cases in the test suite with

exactly the same content, which call a method with a shared object

from the global scope. The actual test is whether all methods are

called correctly and in the order of the test criteria (i.e., checking for

side effects on the shared object caused during the execution of the

methods). While our prototype detected the similarity in the forked

test cases correctly, the implication of this result violates the actual

intent of the test cases. In fact, merging the test cases would modify

their outcome and mean that they do not fulfill their purpose any-

more. To avoid such false matches, we would need exceptions to the

similarity detection of our technique. However, a general implemen-

tation of such exceptions is hardly possible, since they may vary

between different projects and the duplication may also be an error.
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Listing 3: Test case example from Mockito Base.

1 @Test
2 public void can_define_class_in_closed_module () throws

Exception {
3 assumeThat(Plugins.getMockMaker () instanceof

InlineByteBuddyMockMaker , is(false));
4 Path jar = modularJar(true , true , false);
5 ModuleLayer layer = layer(jar , false);
6 ClassLoader loader = layer.findLoader("mockito.test")

;
7 Class <?> type = loader.loadClass("sample.MyCallable")

;
8 ClassLoader contextLoader = Thread.currentThread ().

getContextClassLoader ();
9 Thread.currentThread ().setContextClassLoader(loader);
10 try {
11 Class <?> mockito = loader.loadClass(Mockito.class.

getName ());
12 @SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
13 Callable <String > mock = (Callable <String >) mockito.

getMethod("mock", Class. class).invoke(null , type)
;

14 Object stubbing = mockito.getMethod("when", Object.
class).invoke(null , mock. call());

15 loader.loadClass(OngoingStubbing.class.getName ()).
getMethod(" thenCallRealMethod").invoke(stubbing);

16 boolean relocated = !Boolean.getBoolean("org.
mockito.internal. noUnsafeInjection") &&
ClassInjector.UsingReflection.isAvailable ();

17 String prefix = relocated ? "sample.
MyCallable$MockitoMock$" : "org.mockito. codegen.
MyCallable$MockitoMock$";

18 assertThat(mock.getClass ().getName ()).startsWith(
prefix);

19 assertThat(mock.call()).isEqualTo("foo");
20 } finally {
21 Thread.currentThread ().setContextClassLoader(

contextLoader);
22 }
23 }

Some other tests in JUnit 5 are empty (i.e., they test whether tests

can be named in a certain way). While these cases were not relevant

during the pull requests we analyzed with our prototype, this would

cause a similar problem. A possible solution to such problems would

be to add configuration options to our technique or annotations to

the test cases that specify their purpose. In fact, incorporating a

detailed analysis of test annotations (which are already available in

our prototype) could help us improve its performance.

During our continued analysis of JUnit 5, we noticed that one

commit did not pass the parsing and detection of commonalities of

ASTs in our technique. While we did not find specific properties in

this commit that would cause this problem, some part of our analysis

exceeded the memory reserved for our prototype. We intend to

conduct further tests to isolate and understand this problem, but

this is out of scope for this paper. Generally, our prototype correctly

identifies relevant test case changes in JUnit 5, which are typically

highly relevant for developers during merges. However, we also

found a bug and potentially misleading recommendations, which

highlight the limitations of our technique and prototype.

Mockito. In Mockito, we found large overlaps between many test

cases, with some different calls in between, indicating a high similar-

ity with smaller changes. Due to the high similarities and identical

literals, we consider such test cases to have a high potential for

merging—and for introducing errors (e.g., because it can be un-

clear why a test case has been changed in what way). We display

Listing 4: Test case example from Mockito Forked.

1 @Test
2 public void can_define_class_in_open_java_util_module

() throws Exception {
3 assumeThat(Plugins.getMockMaker () instanceof

InlineByteBuddyMockMaker , is(false) );
4 Path jar = modularJar(true , true , true);
5 ModuleLayer layer = layer(jar , true , namedModules);
6 ClassLoader loader = layer.findLoader("mockito.test

");
7 Class <?> type = loader.loadClass("java.util.

concurrent.locks.Lock");
8 ClassLoader contextLoader = Thread.currentThread ().

getContextClassLoader ();
9 Thread.currentThread ().setContextClassLoader(loader

);
10 try {
11 Class <?> mockito = loader.loadClass(Mockito.class

.getName ());
12 @SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
13 Lock mock = (Lock) mockito.getMethod("mock",

Class.class).invoke(null , type);
14 Object stubbing = mockito.getMethod("when",

Object.class).invoke(null , mock. tryLock ());
15 loader.loadClass(OngoingStubbing.class.getName ())

.getMethod("thenReturn", Object.class).invoke(
stubbing , true);

16 boolean relocated = !Boolean.getBoolean("org.
mockito.internal. noUnsafeInjection") &&
ClassInjector.UsingReflection.isAvailable ();

17 String prefix = relocated ? "org.mockito.codegen.
Lock$MockitoMock$" : "java. util.concurrent.locks.
Lock$MockitoMock$";

18 assertThat(mock.getClass ().getName ()).startsWith(
prefix);

19 assertThat(mock.tryLock ()).isEqualTo(true);
20 } finally {
21 Thread.currentThread ().setContextClassLoader(

contextLoader);
22 }
23 }

a prime example for such regular occurrences across our whole

dataset in Listing 3 (Base) and Listing 4 (Forked). The test case in

Listing 4 has been modified in eight of 23 lines (i.e., Lines 4, 5, 7, 13,

14, 15, 17, 19). However, we can see that the basic structure of the

test cases is still identical, and most of the modifications are small

(e.g., a Boolean value in Line 4, a String in Line 7). So, a developer

may want to merge the test cases if the underlying changes have

also been merged, or refactor the test cases to provide a common

template that can be adapted more easily. Our technique can help

developers identify such cases, understand to what extent the test

cases have been modified, and abstract their implementation to mit-

igate bugs. In general, we found that the reports of our technique

for Mockito are a good showcase for using it.

Moreover, our technique identified further duplicated sequences

in added and changed tests. Mainly, these are already existing

builder sequences to prepare objects for testing. The longer of

these sequences are good candidates for simplifications by merging

common code into helper methods. Interestingly, we found one

mismatch between an existing test case and a method that was

introduced in a fork, but that is not a test. Instead, the new method

only instantiates objects for other tests (which is why it is part of

the test suite). While this is somewhat of a mismatch, we consider

such cases also valuable, since they may provide an indication for

developers how to merge test cases in their project.
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4.3 Discussion

Our feasibility study indicates that our technique produces good

results for most of the pull requests we inspected, but requires a

few adjustments in the future. Some situations we analyzed have

indicated matches of empty methods or side-effect driven test cases,

which are correct matches but do not serve the purpose of detecting

code duplication or helping developers during fork merges—they

are often purposefully designed and created to behave in this man-

ner. Additionally, in case of short methods (one to five SLOC) false

matches occurred if other methods in comparison were consider-

ably larger, for instance, in Jackson. Generally, our technique does

not miss major modifications within the test cases of the selected

pull requests, more often the matching was too inclusive. This

indicates that we should concentrate on understanding the con-

text in which tests are used to be able to provide more automated

suggestions and better warnings.

One concept we implemented in our technique did not occur:

the unification of exactly equal code blocks. We did not observe

such situations, since its restrictions are rather strict compared

to the others, though this stands in relation to our dataset. This

dataset contains only mature projects and recent pull requests at

the time of our analysis. Due to the projects’ nature (i.e., extensive

testing), this maturity comes with an established review process of

code changes before they are merged. So, it is not likely that our

technique unifies complete code blocks.

Overall, we argue that our technique provides a foundation for

supporting developers in merging and evolving the test cases in

their systems. In particular, our results indicate that our technique

reliably identifies similarities and differences between test cases,

guiding developers in which test cases require more effort and

which can simply be merged. To improve our technique in the

future, we have to fix small bugs, consider how test cases are used

by developers and when these should not be merged, as well as

how to present the results to a developer.

4.4 Threats to Validity

The validity of our evaluation is compromised by the dataset we

created, which is relatively small since we performed a manual

feasibility study. We assessed only 50 recent pull requests of five

open-source projects, but more projects and pull requests can be

added. Historic data in the form of older pull requests can offer valu-

able insights regarding how our technique performs in an evolving

system. Moreover, the project range we considered is rather narrow,

since we chose to pick popular Java projects. Our technique may

perform differently on less popular projects, since these are not

as stable. The generalizability of our technique could be improved

by including projects in other programming languages, such as C,

Rust, or Kotlin. However, we argue that the selection of projects

from different communities that employ testing extensively is a rea-

sonable method for evaluating the feasibility of our technique; and

the focus on Java is caused by technical necessities. Finally, we iden-

tified positive results that improve our confidence in our technique,

while also identifying some mismatches or unintended matches

that we want to tackle in future work. So, we argue that our evalu-

ation results are reasonable and provide a good indication that our

technique can be helpful for developers when merging test cases.

5 RELATEDWORK

Test-Case Similarity. Test-case (dis-)similarity is of particular

interest for test-suite reduction, for instance, during the execution

(i.e., sampling) or during the development (i.e., merging) [11, 16,

22, 28, 30] of a software system. Particularly merging similar test

cases is closely related to our work. In principle, any code-clone

detection technique [6, 29] can be used to identify similar test cases

on code level. However, researchers have proposed other techniques

to measure test-case similarity. For example, Cartaxo et al. [8] rely

on analyzing stack traces and Cichos and Heinze [10] compare state

machines instead of source code. While related, we have a different

goal than such techniques, since we aim to merge tests cases of

different forks instead of only reducing a test suite. So, we have to

handle a number of scenarios (e.g., for new and modified test cases)

that differ from these for test-suite reduction. As a consequence,

we also had to adopt AST-based code-clone detection to consider

the specific cases we described in Section 3.1.

Automated Test-Case Refactoring. Different researchers have

studied test-case refactoring and proposed techniques for automat-

ing the process [9, 15, 17, 36]. For instance, Passier et al. [27] have

proposed a technique for tracing changes to the source code that im-

pact Unit tests, and for advising developers how to update the tests.

In contrast to such techniques, we do not focus on the evolution of a

single system, but the merging of forked test cases. Combining the

different techniques for covering all aspects of software evolution

is a direction for future work.

Semantic Merging and Regression Testing. Semantic merging

aims to elevate merges from a purely textual level towards a se-

mantic level, which is why they often need test cases that cover

corresponding requirements [5, 26, 32]. Similarly, regression test-

ing [23] aims to identify changed behavior in a system by executing

a (sub-)set of tests that cover the corresponding requirements. Both

types of techniques require a well-defined test suite to cover the re-

quirements of the system’s behavior, which is typically based on the

test suite of the main repository. However, this does not cover the

problem we aim to solve with our technique: deciding which forked

test cases to keep, add, or modify. Consequently, our technique

is a complement to enable more reliable semantic merging and

regression testing by updating the tests used by such techniques.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced a technique for comparing forked

test cases to provide developers with more support for comprehend-

ing the differences in these test cases during merges. We evaluated

our technique in a qualitative analysis of 50 pull requests from

five established open-source systems. The results indicate that our

technique faces some limitations, particularly due to the test struc-

tures employed in some projects. Still, we could also show that our

technique is a helpful means to support developers by highlight-

ing what test cases are similar to what extent, which we plan to

improve in the future. In this regard, we plan to tackle the techni-

cal limitations of our technique and conduct an actual user study

with open-source developers to see whether our technique can help

them during real-world merges.
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